Actions and interactions of psychotropic drugs on human performance and mood: single doses of ORG 3770, amitriptyline, and diazepam.
Actions and interactions of two antidepressants and diazepam on human skilled performance and mood were studied in a randomized double-blind cross-over trial with single oral doses of 50 mg amitriptyline (AMI), 15 mg Org 3770 (ORG) and placebo, given alone and in combination with 15 mg diazepam (DZ) to 12 young healthy subjects at one-week intervals. Objective tests (digit substitution, tapping, flicker fusion, Maddox wing, tracking, choice reactions, body sway, memory) and subjective assessments (visual analogue scale) were performed at baseline and 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6 hours after drug administration. Side-effects were reported, blood pressure and heart rate measured and blood samples taken after each testing run. Placebo was nearly inert on performance and mood. DZ impaired some objective skills and showed sedative effects in the subjective tests. AMI produced sedation and impaired coordination as well as cognitive performance (digit substitution), most clearly at 3 to 4.5 hr. ORG resembled AMI in impairing objective and subjective performance, however, not necessarily in the same tests. Their combined effects with DZ were additive in objective tests but less additive in subjective tests. The drug combinations, but not any single drug, impaired learning acquisition. Plasma concentrations of the drugs given alone were about as expected, without important interactions. We conclude that the combinations of benzodiazepines with the antidepressants used impair skilled performance but may not cause major hazards.